
Extent Of Billings By Nonpsychiatric 
Specialty Physicians For Mental 
Health Services Under CHAMPUS 

The Civilian Health and Medical Program of the 
Uniformed Services pays benefits for mental 
health services provided by both mental health 
specialists and nonpsychiatric specialty physi- 
cians. Mental health services billed by nonpsy- 
chiatric specialty physicians amounted to an 
estimated 4.3 percent of thetotal mental health 
services billed and processed by the Office for 
CWAMPUS during a 3-month period in late 
1978. Patients receiving mental health services 
from nonpsychiatric specialty physicians were 
generally treated for only a short time. 
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‘/ L., 8’ 

The Honorable Daniel,(Inouye q..,.. 
United States Senate" 

Dear Senator Inouye: 

This report is in response to your November 28, 1975, 
request for an indepth study of the "state of the art'" of 
financing for mental health services provided by four cate- 
gories of providers. In later discussions with your office, 
we agreed, because of reported figures that physicians with 
specialties other than psychiatry (hereafter referred to as 
nonpsychiatric specialty physicians) were providing 30 to 
50 percent of all mental health services, to focus our work 
on identifying the extent to which those physicians were 
billing for mental health services. We also agreed to eon- 
centrate on the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the 
[Jniformed Services (CHAMPUS). 

Our analyses of mental health billings processed by the 
0ffic.e for CHAMPUS during a 3-month period in late 1978 showed 
that nonpsychiatric specialty physicians provided an estimated 
4.3 percent of the total mental health services billed. It 
should be noted, however, that nonpsychiatric specialty physi- 
cians may be providing additional mental hea.Lth services, but 
not billing them as such. Often a mental disorder diagnosis 
was given, but the service billed was an office visit. 

When nonpsychiatric specialty physicians provided mental 
health services to CHAMPUS beneficiaries, the services were 
rendered over fairly short timespans. Most patients received 
mental health services for less than 1 month, and many received 
mental health services only once during the 3-month period 
analyzed. Mast patients received services in metropolitan 
areas t where it might be expected that mental health special- 
ists are practicing. 



As discussed with your office, we have reservations about 
the accuracy and completeness of some of the statistical data 
contained in this report because of CHAMPUS' inability to ex- 
tract all of the billing information from its computer tapes. 
Also, because of many coding errors made by contractors proc- 
essing claims for CHAMPUS, we had to adjust the overall data 
extracted fram the computer tapes. 

The American Medical Asssciation and the American Psy- 
chiatric Association generally supported nonpsychiatric spe- 
cialty physicians providing mental health services. Both 
groups stated that nonpsychiatric specialty physicians are 
often in the best position to diagnose and treat mental prob- 
lems at an early stage. Also, American Medical Association 
officials emphasized that nonpsychiatric specialty physicians 
have the necessary training to provide psychotherapy. How- 
ever, American Psychiatric Association officials expressed 
reservations about nonpsychiatric specialty physicians with 
no special training treating seriously ill mental patients. 
Officials of both Associations hoped that nonpsychiatric spe- 
cialty physicians would recognize the limits of their educa- 
tion and training and make referrals to mental health special- 
ists when appropriate. 

The Director, Office for CHAMPUS, said he is encouraged 
by the low percentage of billings for mental health services 
by nonpsychiatric specialty physicians. Detailed information 
on these matters is included in appendix I. 

Sincerely yours, 
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I?C>R MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES UNDER CHAMPUS _..". -..-".-.-i -.._ -.-_---_--_1.-~--~~--~~I_ 

IN7"130l~~(L"?'10N .- .-.....--.. -_-._I_ -.-.. _. _ ..." 

By November 28, 1378, letter, Senator Daniel Inouye re- 
quested us IA make an indepth study of the "state of the art" 
af Elinanc.i.ny for mental health services provided by four cate-" 
rzpxi.es of providers * (See app. II*) In later discussions 
with the Senator's office, we agreed, because of reported 
f~igures that nanpsychiatric specialty physicians were provid- 
ing 30 ta 50 percent of all mental. health services, to focus 
our work an identifying the extent to which these physicians 
were billing far mental health services. We also agreed to 
cancent.rate an the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the 
Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS) because of its comprehensive 
mental health blerlefits. 

In performing this assignment, we extracted mental health 
billing data from CRAMPUS computer tapes by means of specially 
written programs.. We verified its accuracy by examining se- 
lected origirmP claim documents that were the source for the 
computer data. We also reviewed CHAMPUS regulations and 
p0.l. icies, obtained information on benefit expenditures for 
mental hea"kth, and interviewed program and medical association 
officials * 

CHAMPUS provides financial assistance for medical care 
provided k. ly civilian professional and institutional providers 
to dependents of active-duty members, retirees and their de- 
pendent s $ and the dependents of deceased members of the uni== 
formed services. For purposes of CHAMPUS, the uniformed serv- 
ices are defined as the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, 
Coast Guard, Commissioned Corps of the U.S. Public Health 
Service, and Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration. 

The program is administered by the Office for the Civilian 
Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services (OCHAMPUS), 
at Fitzsimons Army Medical Center near Denver, Colorado. 
OCHAMPUS is a field activity under the policy guidance and 
direct,ion of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health 
Affairs)* OCHAMPUS contracts with private organizations, 
referred to as fiscal intermediaries, for the processing of 
medical care claims submitted by beneficiaries and providers. 
Nine fiscal intermediaries currently process CHAMPUS claims 



-%‘rarn the United states and foreign countr~ies e Fiscal inter- 
mediaries aii'e responsible for processing claims accurately 
in accordance with existing regulations, pcalicies, arid in- 
strucltions a 

In many respeots, CHAMPWS is similar to private health 
insurance. Tt differs r however, in one important respect-- 
CH~PUS beneficiaries da rat pay premiums, but help pay only 
far services used. This means that, for inpatient hospital 
care I dependents of active-duty members pay either a. $25 total 
aL" $5 per day, whiehever is greater; other beneficiaries pay 
25 percent of the Protal charges. Outpatient care requires 
payment of a $50 deductible ($100 maximum for a family) each 
fiscal year, after which dependents of active-duty members 
pay 20 percent of ather charges, and other classes of benefi- 
ciaries pay 25 percent+ CRAMPUS beneficiaries are also en- 
titled to receive care in uniformed services medical facili- 
ties, normally al no cost or at a lesser cost than under 
CHAMPWS I 

CHAMPUS MEXTAL HEALTH BENEFITS --I-- .-.. _.-.-._ . .__-.----_-Fe- 

CHAMPUS has been a leader among health benefit programs 
in providing comprehensive mental health benefits on both an 
inpatient. and outpatient basis;. Unlike some medical insurance 
plans , its benefits are not limited by any dollar amount, by 
the length of inpatient stay, or by the total number of in- 
patient or outpatient professional visits, CHAMPUS believes 
that, rather than limiting mental health benefits as other 
third-party paysrs have done, benefits can be controlled pri- 
marily through utilization and peer review. 

CHlAMPUS Sanuary 1977 regulations, set out specific 
utilization and peer review requirements for psychiatric care. 
These requirements relate to review of cases at specified in- 
terval 9 and approvals needed for extended care. In addition, 
some restrictions were established for specified short periods 
of care that will be paid for by CHAMPUS. Utilization and 
peer review requirements and limitations were developed to 
recognize good medical practices. 

Cther actions taken in recent years in managing mental 
heal33 benefits under CHAMPUS have included (I) the development 
of standarda for program participation by residential treat- 
ment centers for 'children and adolescents, (2) a three-part 
project in conjunction with the National Institute of Mental 
Flea.1 th that included development of standards, treatment cri- 
teria # and review r~f mental services, (3) peer review projects 
in such places as 6a.n Diego, California, and Norfolk, Virginia, 
providing for cmncurrerkt review of psychiatric cases, and 
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( 4 3 eontr~aet.a wit?! the Americar”~ Psychiatric and American 
Psyc~~Sli~)i.ogi.~?a.I. Associations th%t. provide for %he development 
of' criteria and peer review procedures for retrospective re- 
view aI..ong with actual review of cases exceeding specified 
levels by both Associations" members. The criteria and pro- 
cedures under the latter project have recently been completed, 
and reviews of iong-term hospitalization have begun. Revi.ews 
of professional services are planned to begin shortly. 

In a September 18, 1979, letter reply to a draft audit 
report by the Defense Audit Service, the Principal Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) commented 
on the effectiveness of these and other actions, stating that 
between 1.973 and 1977, total CHAMPUS mental health costs de- 
creased from $91.95 mi11iorn to $90.20 million while the aver- 
age costs of national medical care services (as measured by 
the Consumer Price Index) increased by 1.0.5 percent annual.l.y. 

AUTHOR.IZED MENTAL HEALTH PROVIDERS ..-_.. _(,. ..__..._._.. _" .-.___ ""l_, ._ -_-__- ___-_ ---_-__- 

To bill 811 a fee-for-service basis under CHAMPUS, pro- 
viders of mental health services must be licensed by the local. 
licensing agency for the jurisdiction in which the care is 
provided e In the absence of licensure, the provider must. he 
certified by or be eligible for membership in the appropriate 
nationaIL or professional association which sets standards for 
the profession. In ad.d.i%ian p the services provided must be 
witklin the scope of the license or other legal authorization. 

Types of providers who are authorized and most likely Ru 
provide mental health services and who can bill on a fee-for- 
service basis under CHAMPUS include: 

--Physicians-- doctors of medicine and doctors of 
osteopathy. 

-=-Clinical psychologists. 

-m-Psychiatric nurses. 

The category of physicians includes psychiatrists who are 
either baard certified or board eligible. 

Clinical psychologists, to provide services independently 
of a physician's referral, must be either (1) licensed or cer- 
tified ‘by -the jurisdiction in which practicing, have a doc- 
%.oral degree in clinical. psychology and a minimum of 2 years 
of supervised experience in clinical psychology in a licensed 
haspital I mental health center, or other appropriate clinical 
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Ret:t: i.ng as d&ltx?rmined by the nirector, OCHAMPUS, or (2) listed 
ira fr:he ~dat:.i.c~rm.l. Register of Health Service Providers in. Psy- 
chology # comp,iled and pubLished by the Council of the National 
Register uf Health Services Providers in Psychology. Clinical 
psycEko3i.ugi st.s axe not authorized to make referrals to para- 
me d. .i. c a I. p 3:' ov i d c 17 s (I 

Psychiatric:: nurses were authorized as independent pro- 
v i d e 3: 9 fear the first time by the fiscal. year P9ElO Defense 
Apprapriations Act I The authorization applies only to fiscal 
year :IE:pCK1 fear the purpose of conducting a test. An BCHAMPUS 
official told us that OCHAMPUS believes the authorization 
allowing psychiat:*ric nurses to bill. independently of referral 
will hzive negligible effects because‘many State licensing re-- 
~~~uirernents provide that services of a psychiatric nurse be 
supervised by a physici,an. 

CIther persons are also authorized to provide mental health 
$5 e x v i. c: E? 8 * However, to be paid on a fee-for-service basis, a 
referral. must be made by a physician, and he or she must pro- 
vide ongoing oversight and supervision. The types of profes- 
sional providers who require a referral and who are likely to 
provide xner~tal. heakth services are: 

---Psychiatri.c and/or clinical social workers. 

---Marriage and family counselors. 

Ts qualify, a marriage and family counselor is required 
to hoPds. a mastek- n s degree in an appropriate behavioral science 
fie3Xd or mentall. health discipline and have extensive clinical 
expericncr:? under approved supervision. Also, if required by 
the State in which one is practicing, a marriage and family 
eom.sel~~r must be I i.eensed or certified S 

It., .i.a the fiscal intermediaries' responsibility to verify 
an indi,vli,dua1..'s eligibil-ity as a CHAMPlJS provider of mental 
hc!all,t.h services .I Chce the provider has been verified as eli- 
qibl e, the name or provider number is added to an "authorized 
prsvider- IE cumputer~ file. The procedures for verifying eligi- 
bi.1 it :y vfi:r"y ~.mlonc~ fiscal intermediaries e However, the proce- 
dures git?nerall,y :i.nvoI.ve checking national. publications of Ii.- 
eerrsed $xrovi.ders and State licensing lists, communicating with 
state :j Ii csms.i:Kj lxxr.rds, and reviewing provider applications. 
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MmTAI.., HEALTII[ PAYMENTS IN -.--- _..- -.--..-. I --.-...... -._.“- - 
RELAT18N TrJ TOTAL BENEFITS __ ._... _ . -" .- .._.-. .-. .". _ ._._ ._---_-__ .___-__ __l."." 

Cf?lAMP~JS benefit payments for fiscal year 1978 totaled 
$556.3 million. Benefits pai.d for mental health services 
for this same year totaled more than $90 million, or about 
16.2 percent of total expenditures. 1/ Mental health out- 
patient. services totaled almost $22.g million, or 26.7 percent 
of total catpatient professional services of $84.6 million. 

A more complete breakdown af fiscal year 1978 CHAMPUS 
benefit payments is shown below. 

Benefit catego= .__^ --"-__-_---I_- 

Mental. health 
Mental payments as a 

TOta. 1 health percentage 
payments payments of total 

(millions) 

Outpatient profes- 
sicnal. services $ 84.6 $22.6 24.7 

Inpatient profes- 
sional. services 1.14.4 6.4 5.6 

Hospital. 354.2 61.0 - 11---- 17.2 

Total. inpatient 
and hospital 
payments a/$533.2 $90.0 b/16.3 l_l --~ - 

a/Excludes benefit payments for drugs and handicapped benefits. -- 

b/Mental. health payments comprise 16.2 percent of total CHAMPUS _.- 
benefit. payments when al.1 costs are considered. 

In comparison to CHAMPUS expenditures for mental health 
services, the Government-wide Service Benefit Plan z/ paid 
about 7 percent af its total benefits in calendar year 1978 
for mental health services. Also, payments for mental health 

l/These are the most recent complete cost data available be- -- 
cause of OCHAMPUS' cost-accumulation method, which phases 
costs back into the years when the services were provided. 

.2/a Federal Employee Health Benefits Plan administered by 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield. 
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APPENDIX I 

services urder the Medicare program 1/ in that year were about 
2.2 percent. af total benefit expenditures. 

Some reasons that mental health payments in relation to 
total benefit paymnts are higher under CFPAMPUS than these 
other programs include the following: 

--These other programs place limitations on mental health 
services that were not included under CHAMPUS, such as 
a lifetime maximum of $50,000 under supplemental bene- 
fits of the Service Benefit Plan. 

--Mental health services, unlike many other medical serv- 
ices, are generally not available from uniformed serv- 
ices medical facilities. For services other than mental 
health I CHAMPUS is normally a supplement to the uni- 
formed services direct medical program, whereas for 
mental health services it is the primary program. 

METHODOLOGY EMPLOYED IN EXTRACTING -_-_--~.-ll--_l____-__l.-.-~ 
NONPSYCHIATRIC SPECIALTY PHYSICIAN ----~ -....--,- _- -_~_._.--"-~- 
BILLINGS FROM OCHAMPUS DATA --.-1_--__1-___(_--_._--.1,.. "-*.~-1~-_--- 

OCHAMPUS does not regularly maintain separate infarmation 
on billings for mental health services by physicians without 
a psychiatric specialty. To obtain this information, we pre- 
pared a special computer program to extract the desired in- 
formation from OCHAMPWS computer tapes. These tapes stored 
historical payment data taken from computer tapes submitted 
by the fiscal intermediaries in substantiation of disburse- 
ments for program benefits. 

We selected mental health billings processed by OCHAMPUS 
during a Z-month period in late 1978 to obtain a sufficient 
volume of billings to reflect billing patterns. 

To obtain data on all mental services performed during 
this period, we followed a two-step process. First, all 
procedures on claims with a mental disorder diagnosis were 
extracted # along with the specialty code of the provider 
rendering the service * The purpose of extracting claims by 
diagnoses, .in addition to identifying mental health proce- 
dures performed, was to identify procedures that may have 
been mental health related, but were not identified as such on 

&/The Medicm~e program, administered by the Social Security 
Administra.tion, provides health insurance for people age 65 
and cyver* 



APPENDIX I 

the billing. Second, to identify mental health procedures 
that may have been missed in treating data by diagnosis, all 
mental health procedures without a mental disorder diagnosis 
were extracted, again with the specialty code of the pro- 
vider rendering the service. 

This two-step process gave us mental health billings by 
both mental health providers and nonpsychiatric specialty 
physicians. If a mental health procedure was performed, but 
the claim did not contain either a mental health diagnosis or 
a mental health procedure, we were unable to identify it. 

From the portion of the overall data that indicated serv- 
ices with mental disorder diagnoses by nonpsychiatric spe- 
cialty physicians, we drew a statistical sample of 271 claims 
for detailed review and requested claim documentation includ- 
ing claims history files from the fiscal intermediaries who 
made the payments. Because the universe of claims with mental 
health procedures, but without mental health diagnoses, con- 
sisted of only 185 claims, we examined them all. The purpose 
of examining claims was to validate the billing data extracted 
from the OCHAMPUS computer on claims for billings by non- 
psychiatric specialty physicians. We also wanted to obtain 
more detailed information concerning the services provided. 

As a result of our claims examination, we adjusted the 
universe of billings by nonpsychiatric specialty physicians. 
The adjustments were necessary because of the many miscodings 
detected. The billings by nonpsychiatric specialty physicians 
were then combined with those of the mental health specialty 
providers to produce the total billings for mental health 
services. 

QUALIFICATIONS ON RESULTS OF ANALYSES -~.-l---.-.___l ___-. --- ~- ---- --- 

Because of problems with QCHAMPUS computer tapes contain- 
ing consolidated billing data, we were unable to extract the 
total mental. health claims for the s-month period analyzed. 
To illustrate the problems encountered, OCHAMPUS processed 
168 vouchers from fiscal. intermediaries during September 1978; 
however, in providing us the data, OCHAMPUS and its automatic 
data processing contractor were able to extract data from only 
55 of the 168 vouchers. Additional attempts to run these and 
other computer tapes resulted in our extracting about 45 per- 
cent of the mental health claims for the 3-month period. 
OCHAMPUS was unable to extract the other claims because other 
vouchers processed during the period could not be located on 
the computer tapes and some tapes were not readable. 
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Anothe:r probl.e1-rl invol~.ved .I:.he accu;.“acy of the computer 
data. Ln verifying ita a:~:eGx:acy # we went back to the source 
of lT."k.e data r which was the medical claims processed by CRAMPUS 
fisca.2 "ir1termediaries * Fi.fty"""eicjht percent of the c%airTls we 
ana lyz,eci con,tain.ed coding CaiK=IC"~FS by the fiscal intermediaries 
that caused the claims to he dropped from khe analyses. The 
reasons for dxopping claims were that they: 

--Were for services performed by a mental health 
specialty provider. 

-“,-w ifj, no”, contain any mental health procedures. 

Percent of total. mental 
health procedures billed 

during the 3-month period --,"-- ~- 



APPENDIX .I 

procedures performed by nonpsychiatric specialty physicians 
w~c?uld rise from 4.3 to 19.8 percent. 

Our analysis of the mental health billings and patient 
histories showed that most patients received mental health 
treatment from nonpsychiatric specialty physicians for a 
period of less than 1 month. 

Of patients whose claims appeared in the sample, 61 per- 
cent received care for less than 1 month. In fact, 20 percent 
received only one-time care, while another 41 percent received 
care more than once but for less than 1 month. Only 2 percent 
of the claims in the sample were for patients whose claims 
histories showed that they received mental health care for 
more than 12 months. 

Patients whose claims appeared in the universe of bill- 
ings for mental health procedures without a mental disorder 
diagnosis showed similar patterns in length of treatment. 
Information on length of the treatment by nonpsychiatric spe- 
cialty physicians obtained from examination of patient claim 
histories is shown below. 

Type of 
claim ---- 

Claim with 
a mental 
health 
diagnosis 

Claim with a 
mental health 
procedure, 
but no mental 
diagnosis 

During our 
reason for 

review, several persons suggested that a possible 
nonpsychiatric specialty physicians rendering 

mental health services is that mental health specialists may 
not be practicing in areas where mental health services are 
s0ugh.t I While this may be.the reason for some care by non- 
psychiatric specialty physicians, our analyses showed that 
most mental health services provided by nonpsychiatric spe- 
cialty physicians were provided in metropolitan areas, where 
one would expect mental health specialty providers to be 
practicing. Sample claims from nonpsychiatric specialty 
physicians with a mental disorder diagnosis showed that 83 
percent of the patients received services in standard 

More t.ll<\n '-" 
Length of treatment 

once but for More 
One-time less than 1 to 2 3 to 4 5 to 6 7 to 12 than 

care 1 month months months months months 12 months --- -- -- 

--(percent) 

19.5 41.5 17.1 12.1 2.4 4.9 2.4 

23.1 41.0 20.5 5.1 2.6 7.7 a.0 
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APPENDIX I 

with at least: 25,COO inhabitants, which together with contiguol 
I.11 a c: e s t has a. combined population of 50,000. Only 17 percent 
of the patients whose claims appeared in our sample received 
servi.ces in nonmetropolitan areas. 

1 s 

This same pattern of services being provided to CHAMPUS 
beneficiaries was shown on claims from the universe with mental 
procedures but no mental disorder diagnoses. Eighty-seven 
per cent. of tkiese claims showed that the patients had received 
services in standard metropoli.tan areas. 

The hig?~ percentage of CHAMPUS beneficiaries receiving 
ment:al heal.t:h 6E!IK?JiCE?S from nonpsychiatric specialty physi- 
c! i aT:c; in metropoli.tan areas may not be representative of the 
general population receiving mental health services from such 
physicians as a whole, but rather may be more reflective of 
WI-1 e r e CF<AM PLS beneficiaries, reside., 

_._. --___ _ __.-_ -. _._--..I__.._ ,* - ._.---- ““.“.-^_-.-l-.” --..._.. ~ ------ ._ 
SPE17IALTY PHYSlGIANS ..-.. ._.._ - _._.._._... _,... --.l.. -... -.*" ._,l... "." 

A recent OCHAMYIJS study made in conjunction with Rlue 
Shi.el..d of' CaLifornia + a fiscal intermediary, showed that 
1.3 percent of ~11.1 mental. healtln procedures in Califarnia 
were performed by nonpsychi..at.ric specialty physicians. The 
period. covered bv the study eras from July 1 I 1977, to June 30, 
x97aE3. E'sychi.atr~sts were shown by t.he study to be performing 
63.5 percent. of the mental. health procedures8 and psycholog- 
i sts I as I% percent:* 

C1C’:HAMPi.iS off:i.c:ials I commenting as to why this study dif- 
Fer"ed frcxru c1u: Pe?B:lltst offered the opinion that California 
has gr"eal: er n.umbsers of psychiatrists and psychologists than 
other areas of the h'ation, and this greater availability re- 
sults in less demand on nonpsychiatric specialty physicians. 

VIEWS OF AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOClATION _,,....._._. - -...._ - ---. .-,. -_( . . . "_-._."_ -...-..- ..--"----" -----.--- -.-------. 
AND AMERTCAN PS'I'CEi1ATRI.C ASSOCIATION _-.-.._ -."----_ ..-._.._ "--_._---_--._- -,___ -_-.-_-"...----..-------- 
QN NQNE"S"IICHIATRI:C SPECIALTY PHYSICPANS _---.",-_* ..,__ ___l_l_l ..-- ~_-_- ..-I_.._ - --._ --_---_----.-.-^.-..-.-.-.---.-.---- 
F’ROV’hDINC~ MENTAL EEALTFI SERVICES ---.- --.,.. I.~... --“_” . . .,” 1,“1 -.-_.- -“.__“_~ ,,._ I,_.~,_~._” .._.-_ .,.“.“_-.-..--...-_- 

We met wi.th .Americara li"edica1 Association and American 
Psych.'iatr"ic Association representatives to obtain their views 
on nlonpsychiat~:j,~~ specialty physicians providing mental 
17t3nI. “c.h s C” r v .I.. c E, r’b I ’ I is* liafficiala from both Associations stated 



that nonpsychiatric specialty physicians are often in the 
best position to diagnose and provide early treatment for 
mental conditions. Officials from both groups hoped that 
nonpsychiatric specialty physicians would recognize the 
limits of their education and training and make referrals 
to mental health specialists when appropriate. 

American Medical Association officials believe that nan- 
psychiatric specialty physicians are qualified to provide 
psychotherapy. They said that the primary care physicians are 
specifically trained to recognize and treat emotional and non- 
organic problems. They also said that many emotional problems 
are short term, and primary care providers can provide the 
needed assistance to overcome these temporary emotional crises. 
They added that primary care physicians are seen by patients 
who beli.eve they have organic problems; however, upon finding 
no organic causes for health problems, the physicians must be 
capable of providing mental health treatment for some of the 
patients. American Medical Association officials believe that 
the quality and quantity of mental health care can best be 
regulated not by legislation, but by effective utilization 
and peer review. 

American Psychiatric Association officials expressed 
reservations about the effectiveness of nonpsychiatric spe- 
cialty physicians with no advanced training treating, beyond 
the diagnostic stages, persons with acute mental conditions, 
such as schizophrenia. 

OCHAMPUS COMMENTS ON OUR STUDY RESULTS ----._--.*-.-",~---_--- ------- 

The Director, OCHAMPUS, said that he is encouraged by 
the low percentage of billings for mental health services by 
nonpsychiatrie specialty physicians. He said this low rate 
indicates that these billings are not a problem area. The 
OCHAMPUS medical director stated that the mental health pro- 
cedures screened included some that were examinations for 
purposes of diagnosing mental. health problems. He said these 
examination-type procedures are well within the area of com- 
petence of nonpsychiatric specialty physicians. 

OCHAMPUS officials also pointed out that any inappropriate 
patterns of mental heal.th delivery by nonpsychiatric physicians 
should be detected by either utilization review or peer review 
made by the CHAMPUS fiscal intermediaries. They also mentioned 
that peer review of long-term cases is starting to be performed 
und.er contracts with the American Psychiatric Association andll. 
the American Psychological Association. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

Regarding miscoded claims ,and problems with computer 
tapes (see pp. 7 and 81, OCHAMPUS officials said they and 
their automatic data processing contractor were working to 
resolve these problems. 



AI?PENDIX II APPENDIX II 

November 28, 1978 

Mr. Elmer B. Staats 
Comptroller General of the United States 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Staats: 

I would be interested in learning whether it would be 
possible for the General Accounting Office to conduct an 
in-depth study of the "current state of the art" of the 
financing of mental health services that are delivered by 
the four traditional disciplines: psychiatry, clinical 
psychology, psychiatric nursing, and clinical social work. 

I am specifically interested in learning the extent to 
which both our federal and private third-party payers 
reimburse for these services, the extent to which the 
various disciplines are "professionally mature" enough to 
accept the responsibility of independent practice, and the 
extent to which "medical supervision" is deemed necessary 
or appropriate. 

I have introduced a number of bills during the past several 
Congresses on behalf of the three non-physician health provider 
groups and have personally been quite impressed by the extent 
to which my colleagues in both the House and the Senate are 
generally enthusiastic about their services. 

However, there does seem to be considerable disagreement 
and confusion as to the "current state of the art", the 
extent to which mental health benefits result in a direct 
reduction of physical health care costs, and the extent to 
which the Department of Health, Education and Welfare might 
have already made a policy determination to phase out the 
clinical training programs of these three non-physician 
disciplines. 

1 look forward to hearing further from you on this possibility. 

I 

DKI:jmpl 
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